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Three aspects of the definition of ALGOL 68 (van Wijngaarden et al., 1969) 
are modelled: (1) A style of grammar (vWg) with infinitely many productions 
and variables, corresponding to the ALGOL-68 "syntax" is defined; (2) The 
passage from "strict language" to "representation language" is formalized, 
essentially as an inverse gsm mapping; (3) Another style of grammar (vWpg), 
obtained by applying the "property" idea of Stearns and Lewis (1969) to 
vWg, and corresponding to the ALGOL-68 syntax with "context conditions," 
is defined. 
It is shown that being a representation language of a vW[p]g is characteristic 
of the recursively enumerable sets. A length-nondecreasing [and nondisap- 
pearance of indices] restriction on vW[p]g is given, and it is shown that being 
a representation language of a vW[p]g satisfying that restriction is charac- 
teristic of the A-free context-sensitive languages, 
GENERAL ]INTRODUCTION 
It is not clear what society (the computing community, the sales department, 
the fellowship of scholars,...) expects of a "definition" of a computer 
programming language. It may be that the defining document for a language 
is expected to be an easily readable introduction, a broadside proclaiming the 
novel "features" of the language, asketch of the first, best, or latest compiler, 
a ready reference to the commonest constructions in the language, or a 
literary amalgam of these and other elements. (Let us call these expectations 
"informal".) It may, on the other hand, be that the definition is expected to 
provide complete and unambiguous answers to any questions a user or 
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implementer may have concerning the form or interpretation f the defined 
language. (Let us call this expectation "formal".) 
The present paper offers some tools to be used in programming-language 
definition. The tools offered are extensions of the phrase-structure grammars 
of Chomsky (1959). Floyd (1964, p. 351) remarks on the unlikelihood of such 
extensions' retaining the "explanatory power" of phrase-structure grammars. 
The present author does not feel he is contesting these remarks, or even taking 
them up as a challenge. He feels rather that Floyd's remarks are based on the 
great utility of phrase-structure grammars in satisfying (company policy 
permitting) both formal and informal expectations; whereas the present work 
is intended to help satisfy only formal expectations. 
The technical content of the present paper is stated in the abstract above. 
In addition to establishing some mathematical properties of the ALGOL-68 
definition, this work is intended to provide substantial ground for some of the 
debate on its theoretical merits and technical deficiencies. 
The following two subsections give an idea of the historical and systematic 
position of the ALGOL-68 definition among existing programming-language 
definitions. They are biased to support he opinion that the present work is 
accurate as a model for the ALGOL-68 definition. Taken together with the 
motivational remarks in the body of the paper, these subsections are intended 
to make further knowledge of the ALGOL-68 report superfluous to the reader 
interested primarily in the abstract qualities of the definition scheme offered 
here. 
Syntax in the ALGOL Definitions 
In the widely studied and used formulation of Chomsky (1959), the 
collection of syntactic entities which are the operands of grammatical 
derivations (the vocabulary for a grammar) constitute a set, with no structure. 
That is to say, that formulation does not model systematic relations among 
the names of syntactic entities. In the ALGOL-60 definition (Naur, 1963), 
which is an application of the ideas of that formulation, such systematic 
relations, for example, 
(arithmetic expression) (simple arithmetic expression) 
(designational expression) (simple designational expression), 
are present. Indeed, use is made of them in simplifying the description of the 
meaning of the parts of the ALC.OL-60 language designated by the names o 
related. For example, Naur (1963, Section 3.5.3) includes "... the principle of 
the evaluation [of designational expressions] is entirely analogous to that of 
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arithmetic expressions." Despite the discrepancy just described, it is clear 
that the Chomsky formulation adequately models the part of the ALCOL-60 
definition labelled "syntax," since no explicit use of the structure in the 
ALaOL-60 vocabulary is made in its metalinguisticformulae (production rules). 
How to exploit he descriptive power of a structured vocabulary, more or 
less within the Chomsky formulation, has been the subject of some debate 
in programming-language circles. The extent o which vocabulary structure 
should be incorporated in formal syntax has attracted particular attention, and 
particularly within working group 2.1 of the International Federation for 
Information Processing, the committee which commissioned the ALGOL-68 
report (van Wijngaarden et al., 1969). Wirth and Hoare (1966) is an outgrowth 
of the work of that committee. It includes an avowedly modest incorporation 
of structured vocabulary into formal syntax, namely, the inclusion of 
syntactic rules like 
(T expression) : := (simple T expression), 
together with a statement tothe effect hat such a rule is an abbreviation for a 
(finite) set of rules 
(integer expression) : := (simple integer expression), 
(real expression) ::~ (simple real expression), 
etc., obtained by consistently substituting therein "integer", "real", etc., for 
"T". It is again clear that the Chomsky formulation is adequate to model 
such a grammar, just considering it to model the unabbreviated form. Even 
the modest amount of structure in the vocabulary of Wirth and Hoare (1966) 
permits (as a matter of style) some expansion [as compared with Naur (1963)] 
of the role of formal syntax in the language definition. For example, in Wirth 
and Hoare (1966), there are only the four (unabbreviated) syntactic rules 
(simple integer expression) ::= (simple integer expression) 
+ (integer term), 
(simple real expression) ::= (simple integer expression) + (real term), 
(simple real expression) ::--~ (simple real expression) + (integer term), 
(simple real expression) : := (simple real expression) + (real term), 
corresponding toboth the metalinguistic formulae 
(simple arithmetic expression) 
: := (simple arithmetic expression)(adding operator)(term), 
(adding operator) : := +,  
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and the sentence (in the corresponding "semantics"): "The type of expression 
will be integer if both of the operands are of integer type, otherwise real"; 
of Naur (1963). 
The mechanism used in Wirth and Hoare (1966) for structuring the 
vocabulary of the grammar underlying the language definition, namely, 
systematic substitution within a syntactic rule to form the names of the 
syntactic entities involved, is used again in the ALGOL-68 report; but with the 
important difference that the set from which the substitutions are chosen is 
infinite. The names of ALGOL-68 modes (corresponding to ALGOL-60 types), 
for example, are formed in this way, and the set from which these names are 
chosen includes 
procedure-integral (mode corresponding to an integer procedure 
with no arguments), 
procedure-with-integral-parameter-integral (mode corresponding to 
an integer procedure with one integer argument), 
procedure-with-integral-parameter-and-integral-parameter-integral 
(mode corresponding to an integer procedure with two integer 
arguments). 
This additional structure in the vocabulary of the ALGOL-68 grammar permits 
further expansion of the role of formal syntax in language definition. For 
example, in the valid ALGOL-68 construct 
((int x, int y) int : x ~ y)(2, 3) 
(which means Axy[xV](2, 3) and has the value 8), the agreement ofactual (2, 3) 
and formal (x, y) parameters i forced by the presence in the ALGOL-68 
grammar of the (unabbreviated) rule 
<integral call> : := <firm procedure with integral parameter and integral 
parameter integral primary><actual integral parameter 
and integral parameter pack> 
and the absence of any variant of it in which the number or modes of 
parameters named in the two syntactic entities on the right-hand side of the 
rule differ. 
To reiterate: the ALGOL-68 grammar consists of finitely many rules 
(abbreviated rules), for example, 
(M call> :: = <firm procedure with PM primary)<actual P pack) 
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[• van Wijngaarden et al. (1969, 8.6.2.1.a), in different notation]; together 
with a finite description of (generally infinite) sets from which substitutions 
are to be chosen, specifying, for example, that "integral" may be substituted 
for "M", "integral parameter and integral parameter" for "P"; and a 
statement tothe effect hat the production rules of the strict language (unabbre- 
viated rules) are obtained by making such substitutions systematically. 
One can see in many ways that the Chomsky formulation isnot an adequate 
model for the grammar just described. It is the primary purpose of Section 1 
of the present paper to provide an adequate mathematical model (van 
Wijngaarden grammar) for the ALGOL-68 production-rule syntax. 
Adjuncts to Syntax 
It is axiomatic in the theory of formal anguages that there is no grammatical 
significance in the symbols in which the language itself is written, that they 
constitute an arbitrary set, with no structure. In the application of this theory 
to programming-language definition, however, some such structure does arise, 
due to a natural confusion between the terminal symbols of the grammar 
specifying a language, for example, "real"  and "integer", and the characters 
used in preparing programs in that language for machine reading, for example, 
"A", "E", "G", "1", "L", "N", "R", "T". The transformation from the 
former to the latter can certainly be included in the grammar, by productions 
like 
and 
rea l : :=  REAL  
i n teger  ::----- I N T E G E R. 
But this is undesirable for two reasons: First, there is, in fact, no grammatical 
significance in the transformation, so its inclusion in the grammar is uninfor- 
mative. Second, since there is noticeable variation among the sets of characters 
to be used in connection with the machines which might be used to process a
language, specification of the characters in which the language is to be written 
would likely inhibit sensible use of the characters available with some 
particular machines. On the other hand, the failure to specify this transform- 
ation permits ambiguity in the machine-ready version of the language. 
Consider, for example, that an ill-chosen transformation of this sort might 
identify the two ALGOL-60 statements 
fo r / :~ jdop ,  
FORI := JDOP. 
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In the light of the above discussion, it is reasonable that a careful description 
of a programming language include, apart from the grammatical definition of 
the language, a specification of the transformation in question. Because the 
formal language-definition scheme of the present paper has intended 
application to the problem of programming-language definition, it includes a
model (the notions representation and representation language) for such a 
specification. The inclusion of a model for this aspect of programming- 
language definition here is further justified in that the ALGOL-68 definition, 
which is here being modelled, explicitly distinguishes between the characters 
in which ALGOL-68 programs are to be written and the terminal symbols of the 
ALGOL-68 syntax, and uses the distinction to regularize somewhat the final 
stages of grammatical derivations. This aspect of the ALGOL-68 definition is 
described in the following paragraph. 
The terminal symbols of the ALGOL-68 grammar have exactly the same form 
as the rest of the vocabulary, being distinguished by the fact that their names 
end with "symbol". For example, 
(letter a symbol), (becomes ymbol), (real symbol) 
are terminal symbols, while 
(letter a) and (actual real declarator) 
are not. The language consisting of strings of terminal symbols (in this sense) 
gramatically derivable from "(program)" is called the strict language. The 
representation language consists of strings obtained from members of the strict 
language by any of a given set of replacements. For example, "(letter 
a symbol)" must be replaced by "a"; "(becomes symbol)" by ":=-", "..=", 
or " .=" ;  "(real symbol)" by "real". Slight variations, for example 
" 'REAL' " instead of "real" are explicitly permitted. The agreement in form 
between the terminal symbols and the rest of the vocabulary permits, for 
example, the orderly presentation 
(VM declarator) : :~ (M symbol) 
[= van Wijngaarden et al. (1969, 7.1.1.c), in different notation], where "V"  
is to be replaced by "virtual", "actual", or "formal"; M by "integral", "real", 
etc., of the facts that each "(virtual integral declarator)", (actual integral 
declarator)", or "(formal integral declarator)" is to be represented by "int"; 
"(virtual real declarator)", etc., by "real"; etc. (This is a "use" of this 
feature as mentioned in the preceding paragraph.) 
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Another aspect of the ALGOL-68 definition modelled in the present paper 
is the requirement that, in valid ALGOL-68 programs [proper programs, in the 
terminology of van Wijngaarden et al. (1969)], the declaration of identifiers, 
etc., be complete and unambiguous. This aspect of programming-language 
definition is discussed in Stearns and Lewis (1969), and an excellent model for 
it is given there. The avowed (at p. 524) purpose of that paper is to propose 
a method of programming language definition which places "more reliance 
on grammatical methods and less reliance on semantic onstraints." The 
model (van Wijngaarden property grammar) given in the present paper 
continues that effort, using the structured vocabulary of the underlying 
(van Wijngaarden) grammar to incorporate a construction of a suitable 
index set [in the sense of Stearns and Lewis (1969)] into the grammar itself. 
In terms of the ALaOL-68 syntax, this construction corresponds to including 
in the index set the terminal productions of the metanotion "TAG". These are 
the nonterminal symbols "(letter a)", "(letter b)",..., "(letter a letter a)", 
"(letter a letter b)", .... "(letter a digit one)", .... All ALGOL-68 derivations 
involving these symbols are essentially like 
(real identifier) ~ (letter x letter y) 
(letter x)(letter y) 
=~ (letter x symbol)(letter y)
(letter x symbol)(letter y symbol), 
in which the last three lines yield the only terminal production of "(letter x 
letter y)", and could well be regarded as auxiliary to the syntax, and the first 
line determines the basic properties of the index "(letter x letter y)", namely, 
that its representation "xy" is, in a usual programming-language sense, a 
real identifier. A further justification for taking up, in the present paper, the 
question of defining restrictions on use of identifiers is that the ALGOL-68 
definition treats it (as the context conditions) with rather more formality than 
is usual in programming-language definitions. In fact, van Wijngaarden et al. 
(1969) comments (at 4.4) that "one may consider the context conditions as 
syntax which is not written as production rules" and (at 4) that it "might be 
possible [to enforce these restrictions by means of production rules] with a 
more elaborate syntax." 
Finally, the reader for whom these "adjuncts to syntax" are conceptually 
unfamiliar is referred to the description of the recognizer in Cheatham and 
S attley (1964) for a portrayal of their application i  syntax-directed compiling. 
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Formal Relations with Previous Work 
The inspiration for the present work is, of course, van Wijngaarden et al. 
(1969). The present work provides formal models for three structures under- 
lying ALGOL 68: 
i. Its syntax in the narrowest sense. The model given here is called 
a van Wijngaarden grammar, and is defined in Section 1. 
ii. The context conditions. These are modelled in the definition of 
van Wijngaarden property grammar, which is given in Section 2. 
iii. The relation between the strict language and the representation 
language. The model given here is a relation, defined in Section 1 and 
redefined in Section 2, determined by a generalized sequential machine. 
[See Hopcroft and UUman (1969, Chapter 9).] 
Chastellier and Colmerauer (1969), which describes a naturaManguage 
machine-translation project, includes an independent formalization of the 
syntax of ALGOL 68. The definition given there for a w-grammar differs slightly 
from Definition 1, primarily in that the latter is more convenient for the 
present mathematical formalities, 
Theorem 1 of the present work is an extension of the result of Sintzoff 
(1967). Theorem 2 is in the same direction as the result of Mazurkiewicz 
(1969), which, while dealing with more general grammars, only states a 
condition for recursiveness of their languages. The definition of van 
Wijngaarden property grammar is inspired by the definition of property 
grammar given by Stearns and Lewis (1969). 
Notation 
\ denotes et difference: A\B  =- {x ~ A 1 x 6 B}. 
If x is a string, then I x I denotes its length, the number of its components. 
A is the empty string, the unique string of length zero. 
If S is a set, then S* denotes the set of strings whose components are 
elements of S, and S + = S*\{A}. 
If S is a set and n a natural number, then S n denotes the n-th cartesian 
power of S, the set of ordered n-tuples of elements of S. It is not assumed here 
thatS  ~={x~S*[ Ix l  =-n}. 
Notations and definitions not otherwise specified follow Hopcroft and 
Ullman (1969). Invocation of "familiar" results and techniques without 
specific reference may also be taken as referring to the same, in particular to 
Chapters 6:9. 
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1. VAN WIJNGAARDEN GRAMMARS 
Definition of van Wijngaarden Grammar 
Let us begin by stating the point of view to be taken here with respect to 
the formal definition of grammars with structured vocabulary. In order to 
remain generally within the framework of Chomsky (1959), we will say that 
a language is determined by derivations which are sequences of strings. The 
derivations are governed by a set of rules, which are, more formally, ordered 
pairs of strings. A point of a derivation (member of the sequence) is obtained 
by replacing some substring of its predecessor, which substring is the first 
component of a rule, by the second component of the same rule. We will use 
the familiar notations "-%" "~,"  and "~"  for rules and derivations. The 
constituents of the strings just mentioned may be called the vocabulary for 
the grammar. We introduce structure into the vocabulary by requiring that its 
members themselves be strings. To recapitulate: Each sentential form in our 
style of grammar is a string, and each of its constituents is a string. 
There now arises the difficulty of distinguishing (notationally) between, for 
example, (a) the string "wxyz" of length four and (b) the string of length two 
whose constituents are the strings "wx" and "yz". We meet this difficulty 
with a notation (already used in the Introduction) derived from Naur (1963). 
We denote (a) by "wxyz" and (b) by "(wx)(yz)".  In general, if the con- 
stituents of a string are strings, we enclose them in angle brackets. 
As an example of structured vocabulary, consider the following infinite set 
of rules: 
{(s) --* (arn)(br~)(crn) [ n ~/O} 
W {(xr n+l) --~ (x)(xr n) I n ~/0 and x e {a, b, c}}. (1) 
It is easy to see that the set of strings derivable from "(s)"  using these rules 
and including no vocabulary element with "r" or "s" as a constituent is 
{(a)n(b)n(c)nln > 0}. (2) 
For n ~ 3, there is, for example, the derivation 
(arrXbrr)(crr)  
(a)(ar)(brr)(crr)  
(a)(a)(a)(brr)(err)  (3) 
(a) (a) (a) (b) (b) (b) (c ) (c ) (c ) .  
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As indicated in the subsection "Adjuncts to Syntax," above, we regard 
{<a}, (b), (c>} as terminal symbols for this grammar, so that they may 
participate fully in the structure of its vocabulary (notice, for example, that 
(at n) does not require special treatment in case n -~ 0), and we regard 
a transformation from, for example, "(a>" to "a" as a matter of 
"representation," extrinsic to the grammar. We therefore also regard (1) as 
an infinite set of rules determining the language 
{a~bnc~ I n > 0}. 
The definition to be given for grammar with structured vocabulary must, 
of course, permit the finite specification of (1). We will use the method 
indicated in the subsection "Syntax in the ALGOL Definitions," above. Our 
definition will require (1) to be specified by a finite set of rule schemata, such as 
(s> ~ <aR>(bR><cR) 
<XrR> --~ <X>(XR>, 
(4) 
together with a statement that an actual rule to be used in a derivation 
(strict rule) be obtained from one of these schemata by replacing each occur- 
rence of "R" therein by some one member of the set {r n ] n >/0} and each 
occurrence of "X" by some one member of the set {a, b, c}. Our definition 
will require that (as in this example) the left-hand side of each schema consist 
of a single element of the vocabulary. This requirement is in agreement with 
the ALGOL-68 definition. 
In our definition, we must also give a finite method of specifying the sets 
of strings to be substituted (for "R" and "X") in the rule schemata. Our 
definition will require these sets to be specified by a finite set of ordinary 
grammatical rules, in which we regard as nonterminal symbols those (like"R" 
and "X") for which we are obtaining substitutions, and as terminal symbols 
those (like "s", "r", "a", "b", and "c") which form the strings which are 
constituents of sentential forms for our grammar. We call the former symbols 
metavariables (because they are the variables of a grammar for a language used 
to specify the rules of the grammar being defined, that is, variables for a 
"metalanguage"), and the latter symbols protovariables (because the con- 
stituents, generally variables, of our sentential forms are made up of them). 
We call these auxiliary rules the metarules. The set of substitutions for a given 
metavariable is to be the set of strings of protovariables derivable from it using 
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the metarules. A desirable set of metarules for the present is example is 
R -~A X--+a 
R--+ R' X -~b 
R'  -+  r X --~ c. (5 )  
R' --~ rR' 
A remark at the end of Section 1 of the present paper shows that the 
metarules may be taken to be of (Chomsky) types 1, 2, or 3 with no effect on 
the results obtained here, but may not reasonably be permitted to be of type 0. 
In the formal definition, we require only that they be of type 1. This gram- 
matical specification of the substitutions for metavariables i in exact 
agreement with van Wijngaarden et al. (1969). (Since a particular language is 
being specified there, no general requirement on the type of metarules i given. 
The metarules given there are all of type 2, and some of the languages specified 
are not of type 3. In particular, the language for PROCEDURE includes 
{(procedure with)  ~ real (parameter void) n I n > 0}.) 
The remaining components of the formal definition prescribe starting and 
finishing conditions on derivations. This is done in the following familiar 
way: A member of the vocabulary is specified as the starting variable ((s) in 
the present example), and a finite subset of the vocabulary is specified as 
terminal ({(a), (b), (c)} in the present example). The language determined is 
then defined to be the set of sentential forms which have only terminal 
constituents and which are derivable, using the strict rules, from the starting 
variable [the set (2) in the present example]. 
In accordance with the general motivation for the present work, we require 
that the starting variable and the elements of the terminal vocabulary be 
composed only of protovariables. Although it will be clear that permitting 
metavariables in the starting variable or permitting a suitably restricted set of 
starting variables would have no effect on the results obtained here, the 
restriction given is in agreement with the ALGOL-68 definition, in which all 
members of the "strict language" are derived from program. Although the 
requirement that the terminal vocabulary elements be composed only of 
protovariables i in exact agreement with the ALGOL-68 definition, the 
requirement that the terminal vocabulary be finite is not. For one thing, the 
terminal vocabulary for ALGOL 68 is specified structurally [(van Wijngaarden 
et al., 1969, 1.1.2) and "Adjuncts to Syntax," above]. For another, although 
finitely many terminal elements are given and used in the ALGOL-68 report 
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itself, it is effectively stated there (at 1.1.5.b and c) that there is no fixed 
terminal vocabulary. Whether this open-endedness in the ALGOL-68 definition 
can be tamed, and a structurally characterized, possibly infinite terminal 
vocabulary reasonably incorporated into a model such as ours, are questions 
we avoid in the present section by our requirement that the terminal vocab- 
ulary be finite. 
We now proceed to the formal definitions. 
First, a remark on A-rules in context-sensitive grammars: We wish generally 
to follow Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) in permitting only S --+ A as a A-rule in 
(V, T, P, S), and that only if S does not occur on the right-hand side of a 
production in P. However, we also wish to permit the grammars for the 
metalanguages to be substituted for distinct metavariables to have rules in 
common. We therefore use the following slightly modified definition: 
(V, T, P, S) is context-sensitive f and only if 
(i) if (x -+ y) ~ P, then ly ]  /> [x [or (y=AandxEV) ,and  
(ii) if (A --~ A) E P, then A does not occur on the right-hand side of any 
rule. 
It is obvious that the class of languages determined by this definition is exactly 
the familiar class of context-sensitive languages. 
We say (V, T, P, S) is A-free if and only if it includes no A-rules. 
DEFINITION 1. A van Wijngaardengrammar (vWg) is an ordered sextuple 





is a finite set, the metavariables. 
is a finite set, the protovariables, M n P ~- ;3. 
is a finite set of metarules, X--~ Y, where {X, Y} C (M u P)*, 
such that Vre~m (M, P, Q, W) is a context-sensitive grammar. 
is a finite set of rule schemata 
<x0> ~ <xl> ... <x~> (k >~ o), 
k 
where Vi=o Xl ~ (M • P)*. 
S e P*, S is the starting variable. 
T C P*, T is a finite set, the terminal vocabulary. 
In this paper, it is supposed that "#"  is not a metavariable orprotovariable 
of any vWg. 
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DEFINITION 2 (Universal assignment to metavariables). If M, P, Q are 
as in Definition 1, then 
C(M, P, Q) = (c : M-+ [3 {L((M, P, Q, W)) [ W ~ M) 
I vw~M c(W) ~L((M, P, Q, w))}, 
the set of all "choice functions" assigning to each metavariable an element of 
the language determined by it and the metarules. 
Consider, for example, C ~ ~({R, R', X), {a, b, c, r, s), Q0), where Qo is 
the set of metarules (5), above. We have c 6 C only if 
c(R) ~ (r" I n ~> 0}, 
c(R') ~ {r" I n > 0}, 
and 
c(X) ~ (a, b, c). 
DEFINITION 3. If G = (M, P, Q, R, S, T) is a vWg, 
r ~ ((Xo) + (X1) "'" (X~)) ~ R and c ~ ~(M, P, Q), 
then the strict rule of G corresponding to (r, c) is 
:(r, c) = ((2o) -~ (21) ' "  (k~)), 
where each )~i is obtained from the corresponding X i by replacing all 
occurrences of each W~ M by c(W). 
The set of strict rules of G is 
~(G) -~ {:(r, c) [ r ~ R and c ~ 0(M, P, Q)). 
For example, if G O = ({R, R', X), {a, b, c, r, s}, 9o, Ro, (s), {(a), (b), (c))), 
where Qo is the set of metarules (5) and R o the set of rule schemata (4), above, 
then/~(Go) is the set (1). 
DEFINITION 4. 
specified by G is 
If G --: (M, P, Q, R, S, T) is a vWg, then the language 
L(G) = {X ~ T* ] (S )  c 
643/20/4-5 
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where *~ a is the reflexive-transitive closure of the binary relation ~ a in (P *)*, 
which is defined by 
X~ Y if and only if 3{v.v}ce.).X= UX'V 
G 
and Y = UY'V and (X'--~ Y')e/?(G). 
Consider, for example, the step 
<a)<ar><brr><crr> ~ <a)<a)<a)<brr)<crr> 
Go 
in the derivation (3). This step follows Definition 4, taking 
U = (a>, V = <brr)<crr>, X' = <ar>, Y' = <a><a>, 
since 
(<ar) -+ <a)<a)) = ¢((<XrR) -+ <X)<XR>), c), 
where 
c(X) = a, c(R) = A, 
so that (X' --~ Y') e/~(G0). In fact, L(Go) is the set (2), as desired. 
Definition of Representation Language 
The author believes that the "right" class of languages to study in con- 
nection with vWg is not that determined by Definition 4, but rather its image 
under a suitably chosen class of mappings, to be called representations. One 
reason for this belief is given in the subsection "Adjuncts to Syntax," above, 
where it is suggested that the representations model a significant aspect of 
programming-language definition. Another eason is that the members of the 
languages of Definition 4 are strings of strings, and so are (technically) not 
comparable with arbitrary languages, about the constituents of whose 
members no assumption is made. Something like the notion of representation 
is needed to clear up this difficulty. Another eason, quite important, is that 
it is not apparent what relation obtains between the languages of Definition 4 
and their analogues with respect o van Wijngaarden property grammars 
(determined by Definition 15, in Section 2): whereas we do obtain (in 
Theorem 4) a simple relation between the analogous languages determined by 
representations. 
We will define representation here essentially as an inverse generalized 
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sequential machine (gsm) mapping, in the sense of Hopcroft and Ullman 
(1969, pp. 128 if). The choice of a mapping defined inversely is appropriate 
since representation models the inverse of a certain (preliminary) step in 
syntax-directed compiling. [Again, see the description of the recognizer in
Cheatham and Sattley (1964).] The choice of a finite-state machine seems 
appropriate to model the sort of work done in such a step, which generally 
consists of a textually local analysis of the input program. Although it is 
arguable that a gsm is too "powerful" to be a realistic model, the class of 
inverse gsm mappings is not too inclusive for our technical purposes here 
(the limiting factor in this direction being that classes of languages, particu- 
larly the classes of Chomsky type-0 and -1 languages, be closed under the 
class of mappings chosen), and we are generally seeking an inclusive definition. 
A technical lower limit on the "strength" of the mappings chosen is given by 
the construction of D' in Theorem 4 (Section 2). Roughly speaking, the 
"strongest" requirement of this construction is, that the class chosen must 
include, for each integer k, some homomorphisms that erase k consecutive 
symbols. 
DEFINITION 5. If G = (34, P, Q, R, S, T) is a vWg, then the canonical 
representation of G is a function 
co : T* -~ (P u {#})* : h ~ A, 
(x)X ~ x#co(X), where x ~ T and X ~ T*. 
For example, if G O is as above, then 
ca~((a)(a)(b)(b)(c)(c)) - -a#a#b#b#c#c#.  
DEFINITION 6. If G = (M, P, Q, s, T) is a vWg, and E is a set, then a 
representation f G (in E) is a gsm D with input alphabet E and output 
alphabet a subset of P u {#}. 
For example, 
D O = ({0), {a, b, c}, {a, b, c, #), g, 0, {0)), 
where g(0, a) = {(0, a#)}, g(0, b) = {(0, b#)}, g(0, c) = {(0, c#)}, (a gsm) 
is a representation f G O in {a, b, c}. 
DEFINITION 7. If G = (M, P, Q, R, S, T) is a vWg, and D is a represen- 
tation of G, then the representation la guage determined by (G, D) is 
L(G, D) = D-X({cG(X) ] X EL(G)}). 
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For example, L(Go, Do) = (a'~bnc  I n > 0}. 
Definition of Context-Sensitivity, Results 
The results of this section place the class of representation languages 
determined by vWg in the Chomsky hierachy. As defined above, this class 
is exactly the class of type-0 languages. However, a simple structural restric- 
tion on the vWg, requiring that all strict rules be length-increasing, defines a 
class of representation languages coinciding with the class of A-free type-1 
languages. 
DEFINITION 8. A rule schema of a vWg is context-sensitive (cs) if and only if 
(i) The total number of occurrences of protovariables on its left-hand 
side (the length of the constituent of the left-hand side, ignoring 
metavariables) i  not greater than the total number of occurrences of proto- 
variables on its right-hand side (the sum of the lengths of the constituents 
of the right-hand side, ignoring metavariables); and 
(ii) The number of occurrences of each metavariable on its left-hand 
side is not greater than the number of occurrences ofthat metavariable on the 
right-hand side. 
In symbols, let the rule schema be 
r = (<xooWolXox  " '"  Wo.oXo .o )  
<xloWl lx l l  "'" W~. lx~. l )  "'" <x~oW~ix~'"  W~.~x~.~) ) ,  
where ViVj xia E P* and W~j ~ M. Then r is cs if and only if 
(i) I XooXol "'" Xo~ o[ ~ I XloXn "" xl,~ "'" XkoX~l "'" xk% 1, and 
(ii) Vw~i card{j] Woj = W} ~ eard{(i,j) [ i > 0 and W~j -- W}. 
DEFINITION 9. A vWg is context-sensitive (cs) if and only if each of its 
rule schemata is cs. 
The following is an obvious consequence of the above definitions. 
LEMMA 1. I f  G -~ (M, P, Q, R, S, T) is a cs vWg and 
( < xo) -~ < x~) . . .  <x~)) ~ k(G), 
k 
then I Xo ] ~ Ei=t I X i  I. I f  <YI)<Y2) ". <Y,~) :re <Z1)<Z2) "" <Z,), then 
q~b 9g 
Z*=l l Y* ] < E~=l l Zi 1" 
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THEOREM 1. I f  G is a [A-free cs] grammar, then there is a [cs] vWg G' 
and a representation D of G' with L(G', D) = L(G). 
Proof. The idea is to construct G' capable of carrying out the work of a 
derivation in G strictly within its structured vocabulary. For example, if
G = ((s}, (a}, {s --+ sa, s ~ ~}, s), 
we include the rule schemata 
(WlsW~) --~ (WlsaW2) , 
(WlsW2)  --~ (WlW2)  , 
in G', along with metarules specifyingL(W1) = L(W2) = {s, a}*. In this way 
we have included (for example) strict rules sufficient to have 
(s) ~7, (sa) ~7, (saa) ~, (aa), 
corresponding to 
s ~sa~saa~aa.  
G G G 
Finally, we include in G' the rule schema 
(aW3) ~ (a)(Ws), 
along with metarules specifying L(Wa) = {s, a} +, so that we also have 
(aa) ~, (a)(a),  
and specify a representation 
(a)(a) ~-> aa. 
Formally, let G = (V, T, R, s) be a [A-free cs] grammar. Without loss of 
generality, suppose that, if (X--~ Y) ~ R, then X ~ T*. Let 
{wl ,  w~, w3} ¢~ (v  u T) = ~, 
and define 
G' = ({W~, W~, W~}, V u T, Q, R', (s), T'), 
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where 
Q = {W~uW~lue  Vu  T}w{W3~ulue  Vw T) 
u (w~ ~ w~, w~ w~, w~z,  w~ ~ z}, 
R' = ((WlXW2) 4 (WIYW2} i (X ~ ~/) ff R} 
u {(two)  ~ ( t ) (w~)  i t e T}, 
T '={( t )  I teT} .  
Define 
where 
D = ({0}, T, T u {#}, g, 0, {0}), 
v ,~ g(O, t) = {(o, t#)}. 
By definition, G' is a [cs] vWg and D a representation f G'. It is easy to see, 
by induction on the length of a derivation, that, if X ~ (V • T)* and s *~o X, 
then (s} NG' (X}. It is easy to see, by induction on I X [, that, if X ~ T+, 
then (X)  *~a" X~, where X~ is defined by: A ~ = A; if t s T and Y ~ T*, then 
(tY) ~ = (t)  Y~. With the aid of Lemma 2 (following), it is easy to see that, 
if X ~ T* and (s) No" X~, then s *~a X. By definition of D, if X ~ T*, then 
D(X) = {ca.(X~)}. Since (T')* = {X~ I X ~ T*}, the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and in the notation of its 
proof, i f (s} *~o" X (X ~ ((V kJ T)*)*), then 
3r~r, 3Z~(VuT), X = Y'<Z> and s *~ YZ. 
G 
Proof. By induction on the length n of a derivation (s} *~ a' X. 
n -~ 0: Then X = <s} = A'<s) and s *~a s = As. 
n > 0: Then X = YZU and ((ZI> ~ Z) 6/~(G') and (s) No' Y(ZI>U 
in n --  1 steps ({Y,Z, U}C( (Vu  T)* )* ,Z Ia (Vu  T)*). I f  IZl l  = 1,then, 
by definition of R', 3z2(Z 1-~ Z2) e R, so, by hypothesis, Z1 ~ T*. Therefore, 
by inductive hypothesis, it must be that Y = I/-1 ~ (I'71 e T*), U = A, and 
s No Y1Z1 • Again, by definition of R', there are only two possibilities: 
Z = (Zz) (Zz ~ (V t3 T)*) and Z 1 ~a Z2, in which case X = YI~(Z~} and 
s *~c Y1Z2 ; or Z 1 = tZ2 and Z ~ (t}(Z2) (t ~ T, 7-,2 E (V t3 T)*), in which 
case X = (Ylt)~(Z2} and s *~a YltZ2 • This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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For the proof of Theorem 1, it was convenient to permit a metavariable 
to specify a language including A. For the converse, it is not. Accordingly, 
LEMMA 3. I f  G = (M, P, Q, R, S, T) is a [cs] vWg, then there is a [cs] vWg 
G' = (M', P', Q', R', S', T') with Vw~M" A CL((M', P', Q', W)) andL(G') -~ 
L(a). 
Proof. A ~L((M, P, Q, W)) if and only if (W--~ A) ~ Q. The idea then is 
just to define Q' obtained from Q by omitting all A-rules, and R' obtained 
from R by adjoining new rule schemata covering all A-metarule omissions. 
With respect to Go, defined above, for example we define Q0' = Qo\{( R ~ A)}, 
and R o' = R o ~d {(s) -+ (a)(b)(c) ,  (Xr) -+ (X)(X)}. (Qo, Ro are given at 
(5), (4), respectively). 
Formally, define 
M '=M;  P '=P;  S' =S;  T'---- T; 
Q' = Q\{(w---~ A) ] we  21//}; and 
R' = c) j r R and c C(M, P, Q)}, 
where, if r -~ ((X0) ~ (2(1) ." (Xk)) E R and c 6 C(M, P, Q), then 
f(r, c) = ((Yo) ~ (Y1) "'" (Yk)), where each Yi is obtained from the 
corresponding Xi by omitting all occurrences of each W E M for which 
c(W) = A. 
It is easy to see that/~(G') = R(G), whence L(G') = L(G). Evidently G' 
is cs if G is. 
THEOREM 2. I f  G is a vWg [resp., a es vWg] and D is a representation fG, 
then there is a nondeterministic turing machine (tm) [resp., linear-bounded 
automaton (lba)] which accepts L( G, D). 
Proof. By construction, given G-~ (M, P, Q, R, S, T), of a suitable 
acceptor. The construction is presented here informally, but with no essential 
ideas omitted. A more formal presentation is given in Baker (1970), using the 
technique of Knuth and Bigelow (1967). 
The construction to be made is of a nondeterministic m [resp., lba] A, 
acting, by familiar techniques, on a six-track tape. In presenting the con- 
struction, it is convenient to make the following definitions: 
c is a function extending the work of co to strings including recta- 
variables, and to nonterminal strings, by: c(A) ~ A; if x ~ (M t3 P)* 
and X ~ ((M u P)*)*, then c((x)X) : x#c(X). 
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a is a function. If X ~ (P k3 {#})*, then a(X) is the six-track string with 
X on track 1, blanks on tracks 2-6. 
Da is a gsm, identical to D, except hat D o outputs a(X) whenever D 
outputs X. 
1 is a function. If X is a six-track string, then I(X) is the part on track 1. 
Immediately from the definitions, c is one-to-one, l (a(X))= X, and 
D,~(Y) ~- {a(c(X)) [ c(X) ~ D(Y)}. In the construction to be given, 
A accepts L ---- {XI I (X  ) E c(L(G))}. (6) 
By definition, D~I(L) = {Y ] D,,(Y) (~ L v~ ~}. Therefore, by the present 
remarks, D-~I(L) := {Y I 3z c(Z) E c(L(G)) and c(Z) ~ D(Y)} ~ L(G, D), and, 
by the familiar result that the class of languages accepted by tm [resp., lba] 
is closed under inverse gsm mappings, the construction of A satisfying (6) 
is sufficient to prove the existence of the required acceptor of L(G, D). 
[According to Lemma 3, suppose, without loss of generality, 
Vw~vt A¢ L((M, P, Q, w)).] (7) 
A produces on its track 1, given input X, a sequence Xo, X 1 ,..., with 
X o =- I(X), V, c-l(Xt+l) ~a c-i(Xi) [and [ X,+ 1 [ ~< [ Xi I]. A accepts X if 
and only if c-l(Xo) ~ T* and 3~ X~ = c(S). Therefore L C {X [ I(X) ~ c(L(G))}. 
A produces Xi+ 1 from X i by selecting (nondeterministically) a rule schema 
(Y--~ Z)~ R; placing c(Y) on track 3 and c(Z) on track 2, each left justified 
with Xi;  generating (nondeterministically) a strict rule (Y'---~ Z')~/~(G) 
from (Y--~Z), with c(Y') on track 3 and c(Z') on track 2, each still left 
justified with X , ;  shifting tracks 2 and 3 right (nondeterministically) k 
squares (k ~/0); and finally, in case X, = Uc(Z')V and I U I = k and 
(U = A or U ends with "#") ,  replacing X, on track 1 by X,+ 1 = Uc(Y')V. 
Tracks 4, 5, and 6 are used in the generation of (Y'---~ Z') from (Y--~ Z). 
(See Fig. 1.) All strict rules of G which could be used in a derivation 
S ~a c-l(Xo) are available for selection by A at each stage, since there is no 
restriction on its choices [resp., since the only restrictions on its choices are 
I ~(z')l + k ~< I Xo I, I ~(Y')I + k ~< I Xo I, I ~(Z)I ~< I Xo 1, 
and 
I c(Y)l ~< I Xol, 
all of which follow (via (7) and Lemma 1), in case G is cs, from the obvious 
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ES 
SELECT 
(Y--+ Z) ~ R 
FIG. 1. 
track i. 
STRICT ~ No element 
of M occurs in T.2 or T.3 
PROTO ~_ No element 
of -~lI occurs in T.4 
MATCH I ~-.(T.1 = UT.2 V 
and I UI ~ k and (U = h'or 
U ends with #)) 
MATCH 2 ~ (T.4 ~ U T,5 V 
and 1 U 1 = k) l REPLACE u 
I T .2:=c(Z)  1 WITHT.4 
- T.3 := c(Y) THROUGHOUT 




(w-+ x) ~9 
{ 
l T.5 := W 
T.6 :=X 
I SELEOTk*>  0f 
{ T.4 := uT .6v  
Operation of A. (See Theorem 2.) T.i denotes the nonblank contents of 
restriction ] c(Z')I + k ~ [ X i  [ on the applicabi l i ty of (Y '  --+ Z')].  Therefore, 
if  S = I7o, I11 ..... Y~, is a derivation in G, then A can produce the sequence 
c(Y,,), c(Y,,_l),..., c(Yo) = c(S) on its track 1, given input a(c(Y~)). That  is, 
{x ix(x) ~ e(L(C))} ¢ Z. 
Figure 1 is another outline of the algorithm embodied in A, with some 
further details. 
F igure 2 is an example of the operation of such an algorithm corresponding 
to the grammar G o for (2). 
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COROLLARY (main result). A language L is type-O [resp., A-free type-l] if 
and only if there is a vWg [resp., a cs vWg] G and a representation D of G 
with L = L(G, D). 
Proof. By familiar results, directly from Theorems 1 and 2. 
a #a #b #b #c #c # [a #a #b#b#c#c #l /X XR# XXX_ r#XR# a #a #b #b #c #c # 1 
-+ Xr R# -~ # 
]b#bR#a a #b #b #e #c~# "-+ 
[b ~ R# 
a #a #b #b #e #c #] 
b#b# 
br # -+ 
R ................ 
Ib b Ib  brR# rR# --~ R --+ R 
#a #b #b #e #c #1 a #a #b r #e #e # 
b#b# l b#b# 
br# -+ br# -+ 
R #br c ll  r br ci l 
la #a # [a R#b R#e R# a,R#b R#c # 
. . . .  1: ~# -+ # _+ # 
r #1 "a r #br  #c t a r #b r #c R# ~ r  # r a r#br#e a R#b R#e R# a R#b R#c R# a R#b R#c 
R X' Y . . . .  R r ...... 
. r#cr  ar #br  r la r#b 
~ ,# ~ -+ 
r 
Fie. 2. Tape of A (See Theorem 2.) Constructed for G., accepting <a><aXb> 
<b><c><c>. 
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Remark. The proofs of Theorems 1and 2 show that there is no distinction 
among types {3, 2, 1} of their metarules. That is, if Definition 1 required 
each (M, P, Q, W) to be a regular grammar or to be a context-free grammar, 
then the proofs given for Theorems 1 and 2 would still be valid, and so the 
main result still true. 
On the other hand, no reasonable restriction could force L(G, D) to be cs 
if the metarules of G were permitted to be type-0, as the following con- 
struction shows: 
Let G = (V, T, P, S) be any grammar. Let {s, W} ~ (V u T) = ;~, and 
suppose, without loss of generality, (X -+ Y)c  P ~ Xq~ T*. Define 
a '  = (v  va {w}, r u {s}, Q, R, <s>, {<t) t ~ T}), 
where 
Q= Pu{W--~tW[t~T}u{W--~t  t~T},  
R = {(s)  ~ <s)}  w {<tw)  ~ <t )<w)  t ~ ~r}. 
The derivations in G' consist exactly of the sequences 
<s) ~, <t,tz"" t,~) ~, <t~)<t2"'" t~) ~, "'" a" ~ <tl)(t2) "'" (t•), 
where tit 2 ". t~ eL(G). As usual, define 
D = ({0}, T, T o {#}, g, 0, {0}), 
where 
v ,~ g(O, t) = {(o, t#)}. 
Then L(G', D) = L(G). 
2. VAN WIJNGAARDEN PROPERTY GRAMMARS 
Definition of van Wijngaarden Property Grammar 
In outline, this section will be exactly parallel to Section 1. The point of 
view given at the beginning of Section 1 with respect o grammars with 
structured vocabulary will be maintained in this section. The constitutents of
the sentential forms of the grammars to be defined here will, as in Stearns and 
Lewis (1969), have two components. The first component is a usual sort of 
constituent of a sentential form, to wit, a grammatical name, like "block" or 
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"program", for the portion of a terminal string the constituent dominates in 
a derivation of which the sentential form is part. The second component is a 
table giving the properties which the elements of a specified index set have in 
the string dominated by the constituent, considered as an instance of the 
grammatical entity named by the first component. For example, such a table 
might specify that the only identifier "used" in a block considered as such, 
that is, free in the block, is "C", and that it is used there as a label. 
Let us proceed to an example, given in notation used by Stearns and 
Lewis (1969). The example, which will be developed and used throughout this 
section, has to do with a crude sort of assembly language. The opcodes are not 
distinguished, but are all denoted grammatically by "(o)",  in representation 
by "op". The identifiers ("i") are strings of "x"s, the constants ("c") strings 
of "z"s. The grammatical names for identifier-use and -definition are, 
respectively, "u" and "d". "(p)" is the starting variable; "(s)" is another 
variable ("program"; sequence"). 
The rule schemata of what will be called the underlying vWg are 
(p) -+ (s) (s) --~ A (s) --~ (s ) (KU)  
(8) 
(d) --~ (i) (u) --~ (o)( i )  (cu) -~ (o)(c)  
and its metarules 
K--~A K--~c U-~u U-~d.  (9) 
The properties to be possessed by the identifiers are 
0--neutral (meaning the identifier is invisible in the construct); 
1--positive (meaning the identifier is merely present); 
2--defined. 
As in Stearns and Lewis (1969), the rule schemata have vector sets associated 
with them. For example, 
(s) --~ (s ) (KU)  
2 0 2 
2 2 0 
2 2 1. 
(lO) 
This system may be understood: A sequence s 1 consists of a sequence sz 
followed by a construct K, which is an (identifier-) definition or an (identifier-) 
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use or a constant-use. (Notice there are no productions for <cd>, so that we 
may omit constant-definition as a possibility.) It  is permissible for an 
identifier to be defined in s 2 or K, and invisible in the other, or to be defined 
in s~ and merely present in K. In any of these cases, such an identifier is said 
to be defined in s 1 . In assembly language terms, the absence of a right-hand 
side (2, 2) vector prohibits mukiple definitions, and the absence of (1, 2) 
prohibits forward references. An example of a rule (what will be called an 
extended strict rule) based on (10) is 
s (x~x ~) ~s  (xx u (xx ~) (10 
which may be understood: A sequence in which x and xx are defined may 
consist of a sequence in which x and xx are defined, followed by a use of x. 
As suggested in the subsection "Adjuncts to Syntax," above, we wish to 
treat identifiers (indices, more generally) as terminals, leaving their "spelling" 
as a matter of representation. At the same time, we wish to have the index set, 
which will possess the properties, specified grammatically. We accomplish 
both these ends in two steps. First, we incorporate sets of indexing rule 
schemata nd indexing metarules into the grammar. In our example, these are 
<i> --* <T) <c) --,- <N), (12) 
and 
T - -~x  T -*xT  N-~z  N- -*zN,  (13) 
respectively. The right-hand sides of indexing rule schemata re required 
to have just one component, and each of those components i required to be 
a single metavariable. The set of indices is then defined to be the union of the 
languages determined by the indexing metarules with the metavariables just 
named as starting symbols. In the example, these indices are the identifiers 
and constants of our crude assembly language. 
Second, we require the terminal elements of the present structured 
vocabulary to be of a form which relates the indices as property-bearers to the 
indices as grammatical elements. We require the terminals to be either of the 
form (w, t0), where w is in the terminal vocabulary of the underlying vWg and 
t~ is a table which specifies that each index has the neutral property; or of the 
form (w, t~), where w is an index and t~ is a table which specifies that w has 
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the positive property and all other indices have the neutral property. In 
addition to (10), the vector sets for the rules of our example are 
(p )  --~ (s )  (d)  --~ ( i )  (u )  --+ (o ) ( i )  
0 2 2 1 1 0 1 
{i) --~ (T )  (c) --~ (N)  
1 1 0 1. 
(14) 
The vector sets, taken all together, are considered to be the values of a 
function, the table transition function, whose domain is the set of rule schemata. 
Figure 3 is a tree portraying a complete derivation, in our example grammar, 
of a string which, in a suitable representation (given in a following subsection), 
corresponds to 
x op z 
xx op  x (15) 
op xx. 
Only the portion of the tables giving the properties for "x", "xx", and "z" 
is shown in Fig. 3. All other indices have the neutral property throughout. 
Notice that the terminals are of the required form ("(o)"  is terminal in the 
underlying rammar), and that the table for the starting vocabulary element 
is te • The latter is a general requirement of the grammars we are defining. 
Notice also that it is always permissible for an index to have the neutral 
property with respect to all components of a rule. 
There are two important differences between the sort of grammar defined 
here and that of Stearns and Lewis (1969): The underlying rammar here is 
a vWg, and the index set here is effectively generated and is included in the 
terminal vocabulary. Nevertheless, the main idea of the two definitions is the 
same, and the reader is urged to consult Stearns and Lewis (1969) for further 
examples and motivation. 
The system of definitions given in the present section and the specification 
of the ALGOL-68 context conditions each provide a mechanism for contextual 
restrictions on the occurrences of indices (identifiers and indicants, in 
ALGOL 68) in derivations. It is common to the two mechanisms that each is 
defined in terms of an underlying production-rule syntax and that each 
treats its indices independently of one another. The author believes that these 
points of similarity are definitive, so that the present work may fairly be said 
to include a faithful model for the ALGOL-68 context conditions. Even if the 
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\z 0t  
zXxl 0 x ~ 1 
x xx0  o 0 z xx x:e o xx 0 x x o xx xx I 
~,z O/ \z ~0/ \z  O/ z 
FiG. 3. A derivation tree in G1, G~, 
present model be admitted to be faithful in principle, however, it must still 
be seen as incomplete: In terms of the model, ALGOL 68 certainly requires 
at least one distinct property for each of its infinitely many modes, whereas 
we define the property set to be finite. For example, we must admit that our 
style of grammar cannot, in an obvious way, force consistent use of procedure 
identifiers and agreement of actual and formal parameters for the procedures 
identified, whereas the ALGOL-68 syntax, including context conditions, is able 
to do just that. 
There may be a useful analogy between the incompleteness just described 
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(the need for an infinite property set) and the incompleteness of the system 
of definitions of Section I discussed just above Definition 1 (the need for 
an infinite terminal vocabulary). The reader will notice that the present 
system of definitions has satisfied that need, by including the indices in the 
terminal vocabulary. In compiling terms, the infinite terminal vocabulary has 
been enabled by relegating to the recognizer the task of locating and distin- 
guishing the identifiers in a program. [Again see Cheatham and Sattley (1964).] 
Perhaps an infinite property set could be enabled by also relegating to the 
recognizer the task of assigning suitable properties within a program. The 
author believes that it is thoroughly worthwhile to search for a system of 
definitions extending the present one and incorporating a grammatical 
generation of a possibly infinite property set. 
We proceed to the formal definitions. 
DEFINITION 10. A van Wijngaarden property grammar (vWpg) is an 
ordered quadruple (Gv , ` 41, A~,  J) where 
Gv = (M, P, Q, R, S, T) is a vWg, the underlying vWg. 
-41 = (3//1, P1, QI, R1) is an ordered quadruple, the indexing additions 
(to Gv), where 
Mi is a finite set, the indexing metavariables, 
MInM= ~; 
Pl is a finite set, the indexing protovariables, 
QI is a finite set of indexing metarules, X--~ Y, 
where (X, Y) C (M I u PI)* and Vw~m ~ q~ 
L((MI , P, , Q,, W)); 
R I is a finite set of indexing rule schemata 
(x) -+(W),  where xeP*  and WeM1;  and 
(Mk) Mx ,PuP~,QuQ1,RuR~,S ,  T) is a vWg. 
`4~ = (F, Co, el) 
F 
e o ~F ,  
el ~F, 
is an ordered triple, the property additions 
(to Gv), where 
is a finite set, the properties; 
e 0 is the neutral property; 
e 1 is the positive property, el :~ %. 
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j is the table transition function, dora(J) = R w R1, 
if r = (<Xo) -+ <X1) "" <X~)) ~ R u Rz , then 
J(r) CF k+l. 
Our example may be formally defined as G 1 = (Gvl ,  A/ l ,  AVl, J1)i 
where 
Gel = ({K, U}, {p, s, d, u, o, i, c), Q~, R i ,  <p), {<o))), where 91 is giVen 
at (9), R 1 is given at (8), 
-//11 = ({T, N}, {x, z), ~ i ,  R~I), where ~n is given at (13), RI1 is given 
at (12), 
A~I = ({0, 1, 2}, 0, 1), 
J1 is given at (10) and (14). For example, (10) is, in formal terms, 
a statement that 
Jl(<s) --+ <s)<KU)) = {(2, 0, 2), (2, 2, 0), (2, 2, 1)}, 
while the absence of any vector list for <cn) --~ <o)(e) means 
that Jl(<cu) --+ (o)<c)) -- z .  
Notice that the languages determined by the two vWg mentioned in 
Definition 10 are, in the case of G 1 , empty. This is typical, and a result of the 
indices' not being included as terminals in this definition. Requiring that the 
two sextuples in question be vWg is merely an economical way to establish 
the structural characteristics of their constituents. 
Notation. If G is a vWpg as in Definition 10 and WEMw Mr ,  then 
L w = L ( (M u MI ,  P U P j ,  0 u QI,  W)). 
DEFINITION l 1. If  G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, then the set of indices 
for G is 
I(G) = U(L~ j ~ ,~ = (<x)~ <w))).  
For example, I(G1) = LT U L N = (x i I i > 0} U {z ~ [ i > 0}. 
DEFINITION 12. If G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, the set of tables of G is 
H(G) = {t : I (G) ---> F [ t-l(Fl{eo}) is finite}, 
the set of all functions assigning properties to indices which assign the neutral 
property to all but finitely many indices. 
643/2o]4-6 
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Notation. I f  G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, and w e l (G) ,  then t w 
denotes the table of G which assigns w the positive property e i and all other 
indices the neutral property e 0 . The table assigning all indices the neutral 
property is denoted t , .  
DEFINITION 13. I f  G is a vWpg as in Definition I0, then the set of 
extended variables of G is Pz*(G) = (P* to P**) × H(G). (The "*"  is part 
of the symbol "PE*".) The set of extended terminals of G is 
Tz(G) = (T × {t~}) u {(w, t~) I w e I(G)}. (Tg(G) C PE*(G).) 
DEFINITION 14. If  G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, then the set of 
extended strict rules of G is 
RE(G ) "~- {(X0, to)--'>" (Xl, tl)"'" (X~, tk) 
13,~,<,,,, 3c~e~,. , , ,p, ,~,.o, ,o,)(<Xo> -+ <xl> ..- <x~>) = ~(r, c) 
and V~=o t~ e H(G) 
and {(t0(w), ti(w),..., ho(w)) [ w e I(G)} C J(r) u {e0}k+i}. 
(Definitions for $ and ~ are Definitions 3 and 2, respectively.) 
Let us consider in detail, for example, (11) in the notation of Definition 14: 
k = 2, Xo = xl = s, x2 ---- u. 
Choosing 
r = (<s> -+  <s><KU>);  c : K ~ a, U ~ u;  
we have 
t~(x) = 1, 
2 
Thus V~= oti e H(GI). 
{(to(W), tiCw), t~Cw)) [w e I(Gi) } 
(<xo> --~ <xi><x2> ) = (<s> --*- <sXu>) = i(r, c). 
to(x) = to(xx) = tl(x) ----- ti(xx) = 2, 
t2(xx) =- O, to(w ) = t~(w) = t~(w) -~ O, if fZd e/(G1)\{x , xx}, 
= {(to(X), t l (x),  t2(x)), (to(XX), t l (xx) ,  t2(xx))} 
t3 {(to(w), ti(w), tz(w)) I w e I(Gi)\{x , xx}} 
= {(2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 0), (0, O, 0)} 
C {(2, O, 2), (2, 2, 0), (2, 2, 1)} U {0, O, O} 
= k( r )  u {op. 
Thus (11) is an element of/~E(Gi). 
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DEFINITION 15. If G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, then the extended 
language specified by G is 
LF.(G) -= {X e (Te(G))* I (S, t,) ~ X}, 
G 
where *=>a is the reflexive-transitive closure of the binary relation =>a in 
(PE*(G))*, which is defined by 
X => Y if and only if 3{v. vIc<e~*(a))* X -= UX'V 
G 
and Y= UY'V and (X'~Y')~f~E(G). 
The language specified by G is 
L(a )  = {<xoXxD "" <x~> 13{,o.,, ..... ,~cm~)  (Xo , to)(Xl , h) ,  
. . . .  (x~, t~) e Le(C)}. 
For example, the derivation of Fig. 3 shows that 
<x><o><z><xx><o><x><o><xx> (16) 
is an element of L(G1). 
Definition of Representation Language 
The (nontechnical) motivation for the notion of representation as applied 
to vWpg is the same as for vWg. Both this motivation and the technical utility 
of the definitions of the present subsection are discussed in the analogous 
subsection of Section 1. The definitions given here are, in fact, merely 
adaptations to vWpg of Definitions 5, 6, and 7. 
DEFINITION 16. If G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, then the canonical 
representation f G is a function 
cc : (T U I(G))* ~ (P L/P, U {#})* 
: A~+A, 
<x)X~-+ x#ea(X), where x s T U I(G) and X~ (T u I(G))*. 
DEFINITION 17. If G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, and E is a set, then 
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a representation f G (in E) is a gsm D with input alphabet E and output 
alphabet a subset of P t3 P~ U {#}. 
For example, 
D 1 = ({0, 1}, {nl, op, x, z}, {o, x, z, #}, g, O, {0}), 







{(1, o#)} {(1, #o#)} 
{(1, x)} {(1, x)} 
{(1, z)}, 
is a representation f G 1 in {nl, op, x, z}. If we assume that each line of (15) 
is followed by "nl" ("new line"), call the resulting string X, and denote by Y 
the string given at (16), then it is true that 
DI(X ) = {x#o#z#xx#o#x#o#xx#} = {cal(Y)}. 
DEFINITION 18. If G is a vWpg as in Definition 10, and D is a represen- 
tation of G, then the representation la guage determined by (G, D) is 
L(G, D) = D-~({e~(X) I X ~L(G)}). 
For example, the remarks following Definitions 15 and 17 show that (15) 
(including the three implicit "nl"s) is an element of L(Gt, D1). 
Definition of Context-Sensitivity, Results 
The results of this section place the class of representation languages 
determined by VWpg in the Chomsky hierarchy. As defined above, this class 
is exactly the class of type-0 languages. However, a simple Structural 
restriction on the vWpg defines a class of representation la guages coinciding 
with the class of A-free type-1 languages. The restriction requires that aU strict 
rules of the underlying vWg be length-increasing and that, if an index has a 
nonneutral property in an extended variable, than that index has a nonneutral 
property somewhere in each string descended from that extended variable in 
a derivation. (Indices do not become invisible, reading top-down.) 
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if 
DEFINITION 19. A vWpg(Gv,  A~, Av, J) is context-sensitive(cs)ifand o ly 
(i) Gu is a cs vWg (Definition 9) and 
(ii) if r -~ (X o--~ X 1 "" X~) is a rule schema of Gcr or A l ,  then 
V(.o,~I ..... ~'k)~J(~) Po :#- eo ::> 3ik=l Pi :/= eo. 
That is, each vector associated with a rule schema either has a neutral first 
component or has some nonneutral component other than the first. 
THEOREM 3. I f  G is a [cs] vWg and D is a representation of G, then there 
is a [cs] vWpg G' with D a representation of G' and L(G') = L(G). 
Proof. The idea is to construct G' just like G, with an inactive property 
apparatus. 
Let G = (M, P, Q, R, S, T) be a [cs] vWg, D a representation f G. Define 
G' = (G, (~,  ~, ;2, ~), ({0, 1}, 0, 1), J), where Vr~R J(r) = ~.  G' is a 
[cs] vWpg and D is a representation of G. I(G') -~ ~,  so the only element of 
H(G') is a function with empty domain, and this is, for G', t , .  
~(G' )  = {(~o, t~) ~ (x~, t~) -.. (~ ,  to) I (<Xo> ~ <x~> ... <x~>) ~ ~(G)}. 
Therefore (S, t~) ~o'  (Xo, t.) ""(xm, t~) if and only if S*~o <xo> "'" <x.~>. 
Furthermore, Te(G') - T × {t,}. Thus L(G') = L(G). 
An analogue of Lemma 3 is useful in the proof of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 4. I f  G = ((M, P, Q, R, S, T), A I , Ap ,  J) is a [cs] vWpg, then 
there is a [cs] vWpg G' = ((M', P', Q', R', S', T'), At', Av', J') with 
VW~M" h ¢L((M',  P', Q', W)) and LE(G') ~- L~(G). 
Proof (analogous to that of Lemma 3). Define 
M'  = M; P" ~ P; S' ~ S; A 1' = A! ; Ap' -- A v ; 
Q' = Q\{(W--~ A) l w ~ M}; 
R' ----- {7(r, c) l r ~ R and c ~ C(M, P, Q)}, 
where, if r = ({X0) ~ (X1) "'" {Xk)) ~ R and c ~ ~(M, P, Q), then 
~(r, c) = ((Y0) ~ (Ya) "'" (Y~)), where each Yi is obtained from the 
corresponding X i by omitting all occurrences of each W ~ M for which 
c(W) = A; and 
J '  determined as an extension of J by J'(~(r, c)) = J(r). 
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It is easy to see that/~(G') ~-/~E(G), whence Le(G') = LE(G). Evidently 
G' is es if G is. 
For example, the above construction applied to G 1 gives rise to G~ = 
(Gv~. , AI~ , Av2 , J~), where 
Gv2 = ({K, U}, {p, s, d, u, o, i, c}, Q=, R~,, (p>, {(o>}), 
where 
Q~ = {K-+ c, U+u,  U --.- d}, 
and 
Rz = KP) -+ (s), @') - ,  ~, (s) -~ (s)(U), (s) --~ (s)(KU),  
(d) ~ <i), (u) -+ (o)(i),  <cu)-+ (o)(c>}, 
AIZ = ({T, N}, {x, z}, Q,~, R~e), where 
Q~ = {T --* x, T ~ xT ,  N -+ z, N -+ zN}, 
R,~ = {(i) -+ (T),  <c> -+ (N)}, 
Av2 -~ ({0, 1, 2}, 0, 1), and 
]~ is given in the following display: 
<p> -+ (s> 
0 2 
(d> -+ <i) 
2 1 
(s> -+ (s)<u) (s) ~ <s) (KU) 
2 0 2 2 0 2 
2 2 0 2 2 0 
2 2 1 2 2 1 
(u) -+ (o) (i) (i) --> (T)  @) -+ (N) 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 . 
THEOREM 4. I f  G is a [es] vWpg and D is a representation f G, then there 
is a [cs] vWg (7" and a representation D" of G' with L(G', D') = L(G, D). 
Proof. By construction, given (G, D), G as in Definition 10, of (G' 
(M', P', Q', R', S', T'), D') as required. We assume that Q includes no A-rules, 
without loss of generality, by Lemma 4. The construction, the ideas 
motivating it, and an application to (G~, D1) are given here, but no proof of 
its correctness. A formal proof, based on this construction, is given in 
Baker (1971). 
The G' constructed will, of course, do exactly the work of G. There are 
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two apparent difficulties in the construction of G', and a third problem that 
arises in connection with the solution of the first two: First, G' must mimic G 
with respect o the handling of the indices and their properties. Second, 
G' must suitably dispose of the infinite terminal vocabulary of G. The 
solution given for these two difficulties involves providing the "variables" 
(strings of protovariables which actually occur as components of steps in a 
derivation) of G' with a structure incorporating the index-and-property 
information of G, together with enough markers to make the structure 
tractable. The third problem is to dispose of these markers in a manner 
generally consistent with the context-sensitive restrictions which may apply 
to G'. The solution of this third problem is obtained in the definition of D', 
which inserts (recall that the relation of D' to a derivation in G' is inverse) 
the markers uitably. 
Figure 4 is a tree portraying a derivation in Ga', obtained from G~ by the 
present construction. The derivation of Fig. 4 corresponds exactly to that of 
Fig. 3. 
We first consider the problem of constructing G' to handle indices and their 
properties as G does. 
The idea, in solving this problem, is, given an extended variable v of G, 
to make the corresponding "variable" of G' include, for each nonneutral 
propertyp, a list of the indices which are assignedp by the table of v. Consider, 
for example, the strict rule (11) of G 2 . Our construction will include, as a strict 
rule of G2', 
(asl2xx*x.) --~ (bs l2xx*x. ) (bulx .2)  (17) 
corresponding to (11). (The role of"a" and "b" will appear below). Rule (11) 
is based on the rule schema nd table transition 
<s> ~ <s><U> 
2 0 2 
2 2 0 (18) 
2 2 1 
of G 2 . We obtain (17) by including in G2' a rule schema 
(as 12UIU~U~> --+ (bs 12U2U~>(bU I ~2UI} (i 9) 
corresponding to (18), and metarules (in addition to those of G~) 
U1 --~ Ue U1 --~ ~ Ue -+ V1 
U2 --~ Ue U. z -+ A Uv ~ V1Ue (20) 
Us -+ Ue U a --+ h V 1 --+ T* 
V l -~  N* . 
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This construction will force G~' to handle properties as G 2 does, because the 
pattern of occurrences of each U~ in (19) matches the property requirements 
of the i-th row of the table-transition display of (18), and because the 
metarules generate strings of indices of G 2 , marked with " . "s ,  as substitutions 






\ \ \ \ 
~bsl2} ~bdl2x*~ (bcul2) <bdl2xx*) (bulx*2) (bulxx*2} 
I I I l I I 
~asl2} ~adl2x*) {acul2~, (adl2xx*) (aulx*2) £aulxx*2) 
(bilx*2> (bo12)~ (bcl2) (bil *2) (bo12) (bilx.*2) (b x*2) 
I I 1 [ I I I 1 
(ailx*2) (ao12~ (acl2• (ailxx*2) (ao12) (ailx*2) (ao12) (ailxx*2) 
***) (z*****) ~x*****) (x*****) (~*****) 
**) ~x*****> 
(x) (*****) < .**)( **) ~/Xx)/(**~***> Co)(*****) ~ **)( **) <~(x)/(**~***) 
FIO, 4. A derivation tree in G( corresponding to Fig. 3. 
sensitive rule schema because the rule schema of (18) is, and because the 
transition-table display of (18) satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 19. One 
can see, then, that this construction will lead from cs vWpg to cs vWg. 
In formal terms, the portion of the construction just described requires the 
inclusion of P, F, Pf, and {a, b, .} in P' ;  the inclusion of M, MI, {Up, V1}, 
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and {U1, U 2 ,..., U,~), where rh is sufficiently large, in M' ;  the metarules 
{Ui~ Up [1 ~<i ~ ~} 
(21) 
w {u~ .~ v i ,  u .  ~ v lu~} 
w {vl ~ W,  I (<x) -~ (w) )  e R~}, 
as well as Q and Qx,  in Q'; and, corresponding to each rule schema r e R ,  
one rule schema r '  in R' ,  defined as follows: Suppose 
r = ((X0) --- (&)  .-. (X~)) 
and 
J ( r )  = {(e~o, q ,  ,..., elk), (ee0, e21 ,..., e~k),..., (%0, era1 ,..., e~k)}. 
Suppose also R = {eo, el,  e= .... , en}. (For the construction, fix an order for F 
and for each J ( r) . )  Then 
r '  =- ( (aXoe l  Uml  Uol ~ . "  Uolme2Uo21 .." Uo2. a .." Uo~ m .." enUonl Uon 2 "'" Uonm) 
--> <bXle l  U l l l  U l l  2 ... Ullme2UIg, l U12 2 ".. U12 m .." en Ulnl  Uln2 ... U lnm) 
(bX~i  W~l W~l~ ... W~e~ W~ W~ .'. U~ "'" e ,U~ W~,~ "" Uk~)  ), 
(22) 
where 
V k V n V m U i j z :  t U~i fez i=e j  
i=o ;=1 z=l ~h otherwise. 
The remaining rule schemata of G 2' constructed according to (22) are 
(ap l2)  --> (bsl2U1) 
(as l2)  --+ h 
(asl2U1U~Us) --> (bs12U2U3)(bKU1U32U1) 
(adl2U~) ~ (bi lU~2) (23) 
(aulU12) -+ (bo12Xbi lU12) 
(acul2)  -+ (bo l2) (bc l2) .  
Two gaps remain in this part of the construction. 
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First, it may be that a series of applications of strict rules obtained from (22) 
is blocked by having the list of indices which possess a certain property out 
of order. This difficulty is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the step 
o 
~ (:x ~)u (:~ ,) 
of G~ must be mimicked by 
(asl2x,xx,)  ~ (bs l2x,xx,) (bulxx,2) .  
But the following step 
(x 2) (x 2) (x 1) 
S - -~S U 
xx 2 xx 2 xx 0 
must be mimicked by 
(asl2xx,x*) -+ <bsl2xx*x*)(bulx,2), 
that is, using lines 2 and 3 of the display (18) in reverse order with respect to 
"x" and "xx". The necessary switch is effected by application of the strict 
rule 
<asl2x,xx,) --~ (asl2xx*x*). 
We obtain all necessary switching rules by including in G~' the (cs) rule 
schemata 
(aL1U1V~V~U32U~) --+ (aL1U1V~V1U~2U2) 
(24) 
<aL1U12U~V1V2U3) -+ <aL1U12U~V~V1U3) 
and metarules (in addition to those given at (20)) 
L -+p L--~i V2-~ V1 
L -+s  L -+u 
L -+U L--~o 
L--~ KU L--~ cu 
L---~ d L--~ c. 
(25) 
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In formal terms, we require (in addition to what has already been stated) 
the inclusion of {L, V2} in M'; the inclusion of metarules 
{L -+ X~ ] ((Xo) --~ (X1) "'" (X,) )  ~ R and 0 ~< i ~< k} 
(26) 
va (v2 --. vd  
in Q'; and, supposing F = {e0, e,, e 2 ,..., en}, the inclusion of the n cs rules 
<aLelU1V1V2Un+le2U  "'" enUn) "-+ (aLelU1V~VIUn+ae~U  "'" e.Un) 
(aLe~Ule~U~V~V~Un+~ .." e,U,)  --+ (aLe~U~e~UeVeV1U,~+~ "'" e Un) 
, . ,  
(aLelUae2U 2 -.. e~UnVxV2U~+I) ~ (aLelUle~U 2 "'" e~U,~V~V1U,~+I) 
(27) 
i n  R t. 
The second gap in the part of the construction forcing G' to handle indices 
and their properties as G does is that, although the inclusions of (21) and (22) 
permit G' to mimic G, they also permit the same index to be listed several 
times in a "variable" of G', even under different properties. To exclude this 
equivocation i G' with respect o the properties possessed by indices, we 
include in Q' the set Q of production rules of a context-sensitive grammar for 
the language consisting of strings in which all the nonneutral properties of G 
appear in a definite order, say (el, ez .... , en) , each followed by a (possibly 
empty) string of indices of G, each index followed by " . " ,  each element of the 
language having the property that no index appears twice in it. It is a straight- 
forward matter to construct a linear-bounded automaton accepting the 
language just described. By familiar results, then, the context-sensitive 
grammar 
(217/, p, LJ {*} V Yk(eo}, 0, V~r) (28) 
as required, exists. 
We use (28) to complete this part of the construction by including ~ in M', 
0 in Q', and the one cs rule 
(bLVH} --> (aLVH} (29) 
in R'. 
To recapitulate: starting from a sentential form of G' in which all com- 
ponents begin with "a", one can mimic a step in a G-derivation by applying 
the corresponding rule obtained from (22). This application results in a 
sentential form of G' including some components which begin with "b". 
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These are eliminated, and the application checked for validity, by the appli- 
cation of rules obtained from (29). Finally, the resulting sentential form is put 
into shape for the next mimicking step by the application of rules obtained 
from (27). 
We next consider the problem of disposing of the infinite terminal voca- 
bulary of G. 
The main idea here is to spell out the indices (which constitute the infinite 
part of the terminal vocabulary of G), including Pl in T' for the purpose. 
T' will also include T and one extra element, a string of "*"s long enough to 
make the rules used to spell out the indices context-sensitive. The terminal 
vocabuIary for G~', for example, is{(o), (x), (z), (*****)}. The spelling-out 
process is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
To see what rule schemata are convenient for this part of the construction, 
consider that the application of the idea of (22) to the indexing rule schemata 
of G~ would result in 
(ail U12 ) -~ (bT 1U12) 
(acl2) --~ (bN1U12). 
However, considering the definition of extended terminals in a vWpg, it is 
cIear that these rule schemata re too inclusive. The indexing steps of 
derivations in G~ would be more accurately mimicked by 
(a i lT .2)  --~ (bT1T.2)  
(acl2) -+ (bN1N*2). 
Finally, considering the redundancy in the above and the fact that the 
properties assigned to the index involved should not change at later stages of 
a derivation in G 1' (there being no corresponding later stages in G2), we 
determine to include 
(ai lT*2) -+ (T*****)  
(3O) 
(acl2) -+ (N*****) 
among the rule schemata of G2'. 
For the spelling-out i self, we include the rule schemata 
(xUi*****) ~ (x)(U******) 
<zUI*****) -+ <z)<U~*****) (31) 
<x*****> ~ <x><*****> 
<z*****> -+ <z><*****>, 
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along with the metarules 
UI --+ x U1 -*  xUi 
(32) 
UI ~ z UI ~ zU1. 
For uniformity in the terminal strings of G2', we also include the rule schema 
(ao12) --~ (o)(*****) .  (33) 
In formal terms, we include {U1} in M' ;  the metarules 
{U1 -~ a I a e PI} 
(34) 
W {Us --+ aUx [ a a P,} 
in Q'; and the rule schemata 
{(aUi(*)~) "-+ (a)(Ui(*)a) I a ~/°I} 
U {<a(*) ~> ~ <a><(*)r/> I a E PI} (35) 
U {(axele 2 "" en) --> <x>((*)'~> ] x ~ T} 
in R', where, as before, F = {eo, el, e~ .... , en}, and 
h = n q- 2 q- max{I x I I ((x> --* (/IV)) e RI}. 
In addition, we include, corresponding to each indexing rule schema, 
r = ((x) ---> (W))  z R~, a set r '  of rule schemata in R', defined as follows: 
Suppose F, h are as above, and J(r) = {(el0, en), (e20, e21),..., (emo, e,n)}. 
(For the construction, fix an order for F and for each J(r).) Then 
r' = { < axel Un Ul~ ... Ulm Wixez U~l U22 "'" U2m Wi2 "'" en Unl Un2 " ' "  Unm Win ) 
--+ (W(*) '~) I 1 ~ i ~ m and en = ex}, (36) 
where 
ym Vn Wi~ = t W*ifei°--- -e~ 
i~1 J=l (h otherwise, 
V~'~l V m Uj-k = tU~ if eko ='e~- and ekl = eo 
k=l th otherwise. 
As indicated in the discussion preceding (30)i G' responds to the definition 
of extended terminals of G, as applied to indices, by including a rule schema 
corresponding tor ~ R z and an element (eio , ell ) of J(r) exactly when eil -= el,  
and requiring that each other inde x (derived from a Ujk) which appears in 
643]:~o/4-7 
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the left-hand side of such a rule schema be assigned a property e~. for which 
(ej, Co) e J(r). That is, such a rule schema is included in r' if and only if 
each "variable" of G' derived from its left-hand side corresponds to an 
extended variable of G which leads directly to an extended terminal of G 
based on the right-hand side of r. 
I f  G is cs, then all the U~k are ~. Furthermore, it is always true for each i
that exactly one of the W+s is not A. In the context-sensitive case, then, each 
rule schema of (36) is of the form 
<axele2 ." esW* "'" e~) -+ <W(*)a), 
which, by definition of h, is cs. That is, this construction leads from cs vWpg 
to cs vWg. 
The construction of G' may now be specified formally, by the following 
definitions: 
= max({card(F)) u {card(J(r)) [ r ~ R u RI} ). 
= card(F) + 1 + max{] x I J (<x) --+ <W)) e RI) ). 
We suppose the context-sensitive grammar (28) is as described above. We 
suppose M, Ml ,  ~1, P, P I ,  F, {a, b, *, L, U,, Uv, 151, U2,..., U,a, Vl, Vs} 
pairwise disjoint. 
M' = M u M z w 117/u {L, UI,  Uv, U1, Us ,..., U~, Vx, Vs}. 
P' = Ptd  P~uFu {a, b, *}. 
Q' consists of Q, Qi, Q, and the metarules defined at (21), (26), and (34). 
R' consists of the rule schemata defined at (22), (27), (29), (35), and (36). 
S' = (aSele s "" e~), supposing F ---- {Co, el, e s ,..., e,~}, as before. 
T' = T u {<a) [ a e Pl} U {<(*)~)}. 
Notice that Vn, used in R', is specified as an element of -/17/ at 
(28). Recalling that Q includes no A-rules, notice that A ELw only for 
We M U {Ux, U s ,..., U~}, so that Q' satisfies Definition 1. 
For example (~ -- 3, ~ = 5), 
Gs' ~- (h~/2 u {K, U, N, T, L, U2, Up, Ul ,  Us, U a , V x , Vs}, 
{c, d, i, o, p, s, u, x, z, O, 1, 2, a, b, *}, 
Q,~ u O,s u O~ u if', 
R u , 
<apl2), 
(<o>, <x>, <z>, <*****>}), 
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where Q" is given at (20), (25), and (32); 37/2, Qz are suitably chosen as at (28); 
and R" is given at (19), (23), (24), (29), (30), (31), and (33 
We turn finally to the construction of D', which will do generally the work 
of D, but also will insert the markers "#( , )a#"  required by G' and will spell 
out all indices, in the sense of following each of their constituents by "#".  
As a first approximation to the required construction, let D' differ from D 
only in that 
(i) the output alphabet of D' includes "*"; 
(ii) whenever D outputs "#",  D' outputs ,,#(.)a #,,; 
(iii) whenever D outputs a ~ P~, D' outputs "a#".  
This is almost right. Unfortunately, however, it results in D' outputting 
"a##(*)a# '', rather than "a#( , )a# '', when D outputs "a#",  if a ~ PI. 
We remedy this defect by supplying D' with a pair of states (t, 0), (t, 1) 
corresponding to each state t of D, (t, 1) to be entered by D' whenever D 
would have entered t having just output a ~ PI. We also correct he single-step 
output of D' in this connection. 
Formally, suppose D = (K, E, P u P1 u {#}, g, s, A), and let ~ be deter- 
mined by G, as above. Define functions %, o~ with 
~, : (P u P~ u {#})* -~ (P u P, u {#, ,})* 
:A~+A, 
ta%(x) if aeP  
axe-> ~a#%(x)  if a~Pz ,  
and %(#x) = #(*)~ #%(x), %(#x) = (*)~ #%(x). Define 
h'  = (K × {0, 1},E, Pk) Pxt3{#, *},g', (s,O),A × {0}), 
where 
(i ----- 0 or 1) 
g'((t, i), e) = (((u,j), a~(x))I (u, x) ~ g(t, e)l 
and 
For example, 
~1 if(x =yaanda~Pz)  or(x = A and i = 1) 
J ~0 otherwise}. 
DI' = ({0, 1} × {0, 1}, {nl, op, x, z}, {o, x, z, #,  ,}, g', (0, 0), {(0, 0)}), 
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{((1, 0), o#*****#)} 
{((1, 1), x#)} 
(o, 1) 
if(l, 0), o#*****#)} 






{((0, 0), #*****#)} 
{((1, 0), #*****#o#*****#)} 
{((1, 1), x#)} 
{((1, 1), ~#)} 
(1, 1) 
{frO, 0), *****#)} 
{((1, 0), *****#o#*****#)} 
{((1, 1), x#)} 
{((1, 1), z#)) 
If we assume, as before, that each line of (15) is followed by "nl", call the 
resulting string X, and denote by Y the string whose derivation is given in 
Fig. 4, then it is true that 
D?(X) = ************************************* 
********************************* 
= {co((Y)}, 
so that (15) (including the three implicit "nl"s) is an element of L(G(,  DI' ). 
COROLLARY (main resuk). A language L is type-O [resp., A-free type-l] if 
and only if there is a vWpg [resp., a cs vWpg] G and a representation D of 
G with L = L(G, D). 
Proof. Directly from Theorems 3:and 4 and the main result of Section 1. 
R~CEIVED: August 15, 1971 
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